
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 (North Augusta, SC) – Starting in 2019, wifflers in the South Atlantic will have 
the opportunity to play in fast pitch tournaments all spring and summer long.  Today, Karl Waldhauer – in part-
nership with Mid Atlantic Wiffle (MAW) – announced the formation of South Atlantic Wiffle (SAW), which will 
debut in 2019 with tournaments tentatively scheduled for Georgia and South Carolina. Waldhauer will serve as 
the tournament director for SAW during its inaugural season.

“Earlier this year, I had lunch with Scott Bragg and David “Road Toast” Wood.  We started talking about old 
times and how we wanted to have an avenue to play all year round,” Waldhauer said.  “Our hope is this will be 
the beginning of a new, successful era in the southeast.”

“The south has always struggled bringing players together for as long as I have been playing,” said Wood.  “We 
feel SAW will be an important addition to the already great leagues and tournaments across the country.”

The SAW 2019 schedule will be released before the New Year. The new organization will utilize the MAW tour-
nament format and rules and anticipates crowning a champion at the end of the summer. Initially, tournament 
venues are being considered in North Augusta, South Carolina and in Savannah, Atlanta and Statesboro on the 
Georgia side.

“The unique thing that all of these cities share is that there are major interstates running to all of them to make 
travel easier for teams coming from hours away, which is one of the bigger challenges that the Southeast faces,” 
Waldhauer noted.

“Atlanta and Valdosta had a couple of leagues going as well as a couple of leagues in Florida and out to Loui-
siana,” Waldhauer continued. “Considering the veterans and newfound regional awareness, we [Waldhauer and 
Wood] reached out to the Cooke brothers to gauge their interest in spreading the MAW brand to the Southeast.”

MAW will assist SAW in working towards its goal of re-establishing fast pitch tournaments in the greater South 
Atlantic area.

“My hope is SAW brings fast pitch back to the south and encourages new players to test their skill against the 
best in the south,” Wood said.

###

Stay tuned to MAW on social media in the coming weeks and months as more information is released about the 
inaugural SAW season.  Follow MAW at www.midatlanticwiffle.com, on Facebook at facebook.com/midatlan-
ticwiffle, on Twitter at @midatlanticwiff, and Instagram at @midatlanticwiffle.  The official SAW web site and 
social media accounts will launch this fall with more detailed information on the 2019 season.
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